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[1] To determine the efficacy of turbulence in the solar wind, the amount of mixing of the
solar wind plasma is quantified. If magnetohydrodynamic turbulence in the solar wind
acts as does Navier-Stokes turbulence, the chunk mixture of scalar quantities in the solar
wind plasma should evolve with time. In particular, (1) the sizes of plasma chunks should
decrease with distance from the Sun owing to the stretching and folding action of
turbulence and (2) the occurrence distributions of passive-scalar values in the plasma
should narrow with distance from the Sun owing to homogenization. The evolution of the
chunk mix is studied through the use of interface-crossing statistics. Using Helios 1 and
Helios 2 slow-solar wind measurements from 0.31 to 0.98 AU, temporal jumps in the
proton number density, proton specific entropy, and proton beta are used to locate plasma
interfaces in the solar wind and the plasma chunk sizes are determined from the distances
between the plasma interfaces. No evidence for the evolution of the chunk-size
distribution is seen, indicating an absence of mixing in the solar wind. The distribution of
plasma density broadens by 11% with distance, the distribution of proton flux stays
constant, while the distribution of proton specific entropy narrows by 14%; collectively
the three distributions do not show clear evidence for evolution toward homogeneity,
hence they do not show clear evidence for mixing. Implications of the lack of evidence for
mixing in the solar wind are discussed.
Citation: Borovsky, J. E. (2012), Looking for evidence of mixing in the solar wind from 0.31 to 0.98 AU, J. Geophys. Res., 117,
A06107, doi:10.1029/2012JA017525.
1. Introduction
[2] Mixing is a universal property of turbulence [Liepmann,
1979; Ottino, 1990; Dimotakis, 2000; Shraiman and Siggia,
2000; Abarzhi and Sreenivasan, 2010]. Measurements of
mixing can shed light on the physics of turbulence [Gibson,
1991; Holzer and Siggia, 1994; Sreenivasan and Antonia,
1997; Warhaft, 2000; Shraiman and Siggia, 2000] and tur-
bulent mixing has many practical applications that call for
quantification of mixing rates [cf. Paul et al., 2003]. The
solar wind is believed to be turbulent and measurements of
mixing could shed light on the nature of the turbulence and
on the effectiveness of the turbulence.
[3] Mixing is usually studied by examining the evolution
of a passive scalar in the fluid. (A “passive scalar” is a scalar
quantity that is convected by the fluid without perturbing the
fluid behavior.) Studies of Navier-Stokes fluids have led to
the concept that there are three temporal stages to turbulent
mixing [cf. Eckart, 1948; Huq and Britter, 1995; Villermaux
and Innocenti, 1999; Shraiman and Siggia, 2000; Kresta and
Brodkey, 2003; Dimotakis, 2000, 2005]: (1) entrainment,
(2) stretching and folding, and (3) diffusion. (These three
stages are also denoted as macromixing, mesomixing, and
micromixing [cf. Paul et al., 2003].) In stages (1) and (2)
the turbulence forms a “chunk mix” of the passive scalar
[Cheng et al., 2003; Cheng, 2009] with the thicknesses of
the chunks lying within the inertial subrange of spatial
scales, and the thicknesses decreasing with time owing to
stretching and the chunks becoming more plentiful owing
to folding [Corrsin, 1959; Ottino, 1990; Yee et al., 1995a;
Yeung, 2002; Brethouwer et al., 2003]. The chunk bound-
aries are delineated by passive-scalar interfaces, and the dis-
tances between adjacent passive-scalar interfaces decreases
with time during these stages [Stapountzis et al., 1986;Ottino
et al., 1988; Shraiman and Siggia, 2000]. Visualizing the
analogy of a bucket of paint initially half white paint and
half red paint, upon stirring the “chunks” seen in the bucket
would be striations of color, stretching and folding and
rapidly becoming thinner and thinner. In stage (3) the chunk
thickness and interface separations approach a diffusion
scale wherein diffusion destroys the structures [Garrett, 1983;
Dahm et al., 1991; Buch and Dahm, 1996, 1998] and
homogenizes the fluid. Visualizing again the bucket of red
and white paint, in stage 2 the red and white striations dis-
appear and all appears pink.
[4] The mixing time tmix of the turbulence is typically
defined as a timescale for the fluid to approach homogeneity
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[cf. Kramers et al., 1953; Voth et al., 2003; Hartmann et al.,
2006], i.e., the time for fluctuations in the passive-scalar
concentration to form, multiply, and decay. In Navier-
Stokes turbulence the mixing time tmix is observed to be on
the order of the eddy-turnover time teddy for large eddies
[Prochazka and Landau, 1961; McKelvey et al., 1975;
Durban, 1982; Eswaran and Pope, 1988; Shraiman and
Siggia, 2000; Kresta and Brodkey, 2003] with some depen-
dence of tmix on the initial scale sizes of the passive scalar
field [cf. Villermaux et al., 1998; Ristorcelli, 2006] and with
only slight dependence of tmix on the Reynolds number of
the turbulence [cf. Fox and Gex, 1956, Figure 6; Norwood
and Metzner, 1960, Figures 7 and 8; Prochazka and Landau,
1961, Figure 4; Livescu et al., 2000, Figure 25]. Some-
times the mixing time tmix is taken to be the eddy-diffusion
timescale [cf. Seale, 1979; Rehme, 1992], which is approxi-
mately an eddy-turnover timescale teddy. For timescales less
than to on the order of the mixing time, one expects to see the
scalar chunk mix in the fluid developing increasing complex-
ity with smaller and smaller scale sizes as time increases.
Also, during these timescales one expects the distribution of
passive-scalar values to narrow toward homogeneity.
[5] The slow solar wind shows substantial density-
temperature structure [Bame et al., 1977; Schwenn, 1990;
Ofman, 2004], unlike the coronal-hole-origin fast wind that
can be quasi-homogeneous for days. In the solar wind scalar
quantities such as temperature, density, ion composition,
and specific entropy should be advected by turbulence and
should show evidence of mixing as the fluid ages. In the
slow solar wind the turbulence is thought to be well devel-
oped [e.g., Luttrell and Richter, 1988; Marsch and Tu,
1990a, 1990b], owing to an absence of a strong outward
imbalance of Alfvénic fluctuations [e.g., Tu et al., 1990;
Klein et al., 1993; Bruno, 1997; Horbury and Schmidt,
1999]. In the fast wind it has been argued that the turbu-
lence is young, with the fluctuations dominated by outward
traveling Alfvén waves that have not had sufficient time to
join the turbulence cascade [Tu et al., 1990; Horbury and
Schmidt, 1999]. The turbulence age of the slow solar wind
at 1 AU has been estimated to be a few eddy turnover times
[Roberts et al., 1992; Goldstein et al., 1995; Matthaeus et al.,
1998]: for example, taking vrms = 14 km/s for the large eddy
velocity [cf. Borovsky and Funsten, 2003, Table 1] and
Lcorr = 1.4  106 km as the large-eddy scale size [cf. Wicks
et al., 2010] yields teddy  Lcorr/vrms = 28 h at 1 AU, which
compares with the 100-h age of the wind at 1 AU. If
MHD turbulence in a collisionless plasma operates in a
fashion similar to Navier-Stokes turbulence, one should
expect to see a mixing evolution of the solar wind plasma
with increasing distance from the Sun out to 1 AU. If no
mixing is found, there could be important implications for
the solar wind.
[6] Using Helios plasma measurements from 0.31 AU to
0.98 AU the chunk-size statistics in the inertial subrange of
the slow solar wind will be examined as a function of dis-
tance from the Sun. (See section 5 for a discussion of plasma
chunks in the solar wind.) Evidence for mixing as the plasma
ages will be sought.
[7] This manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2
the data sets and data-analysis methods are discussed. In
section 3 the statistical analysis of the time-intervals between
plasma interfaces is performed and interpreted. In section 4
occurrence distributions for scalar quantities in the solar
wind are examined and interpreted. Section 5 contains dis-
cussion about the shapes of plasma chunks in the solar wind
and about the potential effects of the acceleration, com-
pression, and rarefaction of the solar wind. The study is
summarized in section 6 and implications of the results are
discussed.
2. Data Analysis Methods
[8] To look for evidence of mixing, merged plasma and
magnetic field data from Helios 1 and Helios 2 [Rosenbauer
et al., 1977; Denskat and Neubauer, 1982] from 0.31 to
0.98 AU is analyzed. Subintervals of slow wind (vsw <
425 km/s) with nearly continuous 40-s time-resolution data
coverage are collected. To be included in the analysis, a sub-
interval must be at least 0.15-day (3.6-h) in length. The
0.15-day limit is chosen for two reasons: (1) the “inertial
subrange” for magnetic field fluctuations in the Helios
slow-wind data set spans frequencies higher than 104 Hz
[cf. Roberts, 2010, Figures 3 and 5] corresponding to time-
scales shorter than 3 h and (2) probably owing to the
diurnal telemetry schedule for the Helios mission, there are
a lot of data intervals that are 0.15-days long. For Helios
1, measurements from January 1975 to April 1977 are uti-
lized, and for Helios 2, measurements from January 1976 to
March 1977 are utilized; after these dates the data sets are
subject to density-temperature bimodal oscillations. Sub-
intervals of slow wind in which the solar wind speed briefly
exceeds 425 km/s were kept, however if the wind speed
went above 425 km/s and stayed above, the interval was
terminated at the point where the speed crossed 425 km/s.
231 data subintervals are collected comprising 1754 h of
measurements: the shortest interval is 3.61 h, the longest is
45.6 h, the median length is 5.8 h, and the mean length is
7.6 h. In Figure 1 (top) the occurrence distribution of the
distance r from the Sun is shown for all of the measure-
ments inside the 231 data subintervals: 44% of the mea-
surements lie in the range 0.80–0.98 AU, 29% lie in the
range 0.41–0.79 AU, and 27% lie in the range 0.31–
0.40 AU. The occurrence distribution of the solar wind
velocity vsw for all of the Helios 1 and 2 measurements
within the 231 data subintervals is plotted in Figure 1
(bottom): the mean value is 349 km/s and the median
value is 352 km/s.
[9] In Figure 2 the time-of-flight age of the solar wind
r/vsw is binned for the Helios 1 and 2 measurements in three
ranges of distance from the Sun: 0.31–0.40 AU (red curve
with solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU (green curve with hollow
points), and 0.80–0.98 AU (blue curve with square points).
The mean values of the age in the three ranges are 41 h,
73 h, and 104 h as noted on the plot along with the standard
deviations of the ages.
[10] In the 231 data subintervals, plasma interfaces are
located by two methods: manual and automated. To manu-
ally locate the plasma interfaces temporal plots of the plasma
parameters np (proton number density), Sp (proton specific
entropy Tp/np2/3) [Bernstein et al., 1958; Kulsrud, 1983;
Schindler and Birn, 1978], and bp (proton beta 8pnkBTp/B
2)
are examined and temporal discontinuities one or two points
wide in the plotted plasma parameters are marked manually.
This method has the advantage that the eye is a good noise
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filter and edges can be discerned through noisy data. The
approximate criteria for edge selection are Dlog10(np) >
log10(1.2), Dlog10(Sp) > log10(1.4), and bp changing sub-
stantially (i.e., from low-beta to high-beta or vice versa). If
an edge is found in any of the three parameters, a plasma
interface is marked. Two drawbacks to the manual method
are that it is subjective and that it is time consuming. Only
96 of the 231 subintervals were analyzed manually, all from
Helios 1.
[11] The automated method of locating plasma interfaces
uses a 4-point algorithm to calculate the temporal change in
the logarithm of a plasma parameter “p”:
D log10 pð Þ ¼ log10 piþ1
 þ log10 pið Þ
 
=2:0
 log10 pi1ð Þ þ log10 pi2ð Þ½ =2:0 ð1Þ
Four points are used instead of two-point differences to
reduce sensitivity of the triggering to noise in the plasma
data. Interfaces are marked wheneverDlog10(np) > log10(1.2),
whenever Dlog10(Sp) > log10(1.5), or whenever Dlog10(bp) >
log10(2.5). These trigger values were adequately high to pre-
vent noise from dominating the triggering. When the 4-point
algorithm of expression (1) produces triggers at adjacent
data points, the location of the interface is taken to be the
location with the largest value of Dlog10(p). All 231 sub-
intervals were analyzed with the automated method.
[12] Once the plasma interfaces are located, the time inter-
vals Dt between subsequent interfaces is determined and the
collection of Dt values is analyzed. The Dt values are inter-
preted to be the sizes of chunks in the chunk mix.
[13] In analyzing the Dt values, only values 2 min ≤ Dt ≤
110 min is utilized. Values of Dt < 2 min (with a 4-point
algorithm on 40-s data) are interpreted to be multiple triggers
or noise. With the data subintervals having lengths as short
as 0.15 day = 3.6 h = 216 min, measurements of Dt values
(requiring the locating of two plasma interfaces) that are
much longer than half a subinterval length (108 min) long
will be interfered with by the finite subinterval duration.
Hence, the 110-min upper limit.
3. Plasma-Interface Statistics and Interpretation
[14] The statistics of passive-scalar interfaces in a turbu-
lent fluid can be used to study the physics of the turbulence
and the physics of mixing [e.g., Prasad and Sreenivasan,
1989, 1990; Miller and Dimotakis, 1991; Catrakis, 2000;
Catrakis et al., 2002; Catrakis and Aguirre, 2004; Dasi
et al., 2007]. One method to detect and quantify mixing is
to examine the one-dimensional distribution of time inter-
vals or distances between interface crossings along straight-
line paths through the turbulent fluid [cf. Sreenivasan et al.,
1983, Figure 13; Prasad and Sreenivasan, 1990, Figure 15;
Kerstein, 1991, Figure 2; Yee et al., 1995b, Figures 11 and 12;
Catrakis and Bond, 2000, Figure 6]. The interface crossings
along the path of a spacecraft through the advecting solar
wind plasma suffice as such a line. Owing to stretching
Figure 1. The occurrence distributions of distance from
the (top) Sun and (bottom) solar wind speed vsw for all of
the 40-s time-resolution measurements in the 231 data sub-
intervals of slow solar wind analyzed.
Figure 2. For all of the 40-s time-resolution measurements
in the 231 data subintervals, the distribution of the age of the
solar wind r/vsw is plotted for three ranges of distances from
the Sun (labeled).
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and folding, the distances between passive-scalar interfaces in
a turbulent fluid become smaller as time increases [Stapountzis
et al., 1986; Ottino et al., 1988; Shraiman and Siggia, 2000]
(see especially Corrsin [1959, Figure 7]).
[15] To look for evidence of mixing in the solar wind
plasma, the distances between plasma interfaces are exam-
ined as a function of distance from the Sun, which is equiv-
alent to as a function of the age of the solar wind plasma.
These distances between interfaces represent the distribution
of “chunk sizes” in the solar wind plasma. Under the action
of turbulent mixing, we expect the chunk sizes in the solar
wind plasma to decrease with distance from the Sun. The
fundamental quantity to measure is the time interval Dt
between subsequent plasma interface crossings by the space-
craft as the solar wind plasma is advected radially outward.
[16] In Figure 3 (top) the occurrence distributions of time
intervals Dt for the plasma interfaces located by the auto-
mated algorithm (expression (1)) are plotted. Time intervals
from 2 min to 110 min are binned for three different ranges
of distance from the Sun: 0.31–0.40 AU (red curve with
solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU (green curve with hollow
points), and 0.80–0.98 AU (blue curve with square points).
These chunk sizes are in the inertial subrange of the MHD
turbulence of the solar wind, where stretching and folding is
expected to act. As can be seen by comparing the three
distributions in Figure 3 (top), the distribution of chunk sizes
does not show any evident evolution from 0.3 AU to
1 AU, which is about a factor of 3 in the age of the solar
wind plasma (see Figure 2). Hence, no evidence for mixing
is found. The three distributions in Figure 3 (top) are con-
sistent with a non-evolution of the plasma chunks from
0.3 AU to 1 AU.
[17] In Figure 3 (bottom) the occurrence distributions of
time intervals Dt between subsequent plasma interfaces are
plotted for the Helios plasma interfaces found manually.
Again, the blue curve with square points is for 0.8–0.98 AU,
the green curve with hollow points is for 0.41–0.79 AU, and
the red curve with solid points is for 0.31–0.40 AU. And
again, no evidence for mixing is seen in the chunk-size
distributions as the solar wind advects out from 0.31 to
0.98 AU.
[18] As another view of the plasma chunk sizes, the time
intervals Dt between subsequent interfaces are each con-
verted to a chunk radial thickness Dx via Dx = vswDt using
the measured value of the solar wind speed vsw at the end of
each time interval Dt. In the two panels of Figure 4 the
occurrence distributions of these chunk radial thicknesses
are plotted for the three distance ranges 0.31–0.40 AU (red
curves with solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU (green curves with
hollow points), and 0.80–0.98 AU (blue curves with square
points) for interfaces located with the automated algorithm
(top panel) and for interfaces located manually (bottom
panel). In each panel of Figure 4, a comparison between the
three curves again finds no evidence for the evolution of the
chunk-size distribution with distance from the Sun. Hence,
no evidence for mixing of the solar wind plasma is found.
4. Evolution of the Density and Specific-Entropy
Probability Distribution Functions and
Interpretation
[19] In the later stages of mixing (after an eddy-turnover
time in Navier-Stokes) the evolution of a passive-scalar
probability distribution function should reflect the evolution
of the fluid toward homogeneity. In general this will take
the form of a narrowing of the occurrence distribution func-
tion with time [Eswaran and Pope, 1988; Yee et al., 1995b;
Livescu and Ristorcelli, 2008], reflecting a decrease of the
standard deviation of the fluctuations with increasing time
[Corrsin, 1957; McKelvey et al., 1975; Newman et al., 1977;
Figure 3. (top) The occurrence distributions of the time
intervals Dt between subsequent plasma interfaces for inter-
faces that are found by the automated algorithm. (bottom)
The occurrence distributions of the time intervals between
subsequent plasma interfaces for interfaces that are found
manually. The blue curves with square points are for space-
craft measurements between 0.8 and 0.98 AU, the green
curves with hollow points are for spacecraft measurements
between 0.41 and 0.79 AU, and the red curves with filled
points are for spacecraft measurements between 0.31 and
0.40 AU.
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Sreenivasan et al., 1980; Durban, 1982; Eswaran and Pope,
1988; Yee et al., 1995a; Ristorcelli, 2006; Lee et al., 2010].
Owing to the action of mixing, the evolution of the occur-
rence distributions of passive scalars in the solar wind
should reflect a homogenization of the plasma.
[20] To look for evidence of mixing in the solar wind
plasma the occurrence distribution of the distance-normalized
proton density r2np, the proton flux r
2vswnp, and the
occurrence distribution of the proton specific entropy
Sp = Tp/n
2/3 are examined as a functions of distance from
the Sun from 0.31 AU to 0.98 AU. The quantity r2np is
chosen since it is conserved in the expanding solar wind in
the absence of acceleration or compression or rarefaction
events. The proton flux is chosen because it is conserved
even in the presence of solar wind acceleration (section 5)
[cf. Schwenn et al., 1981]. The specific entropy is chosen
because it is not altered by compression-rarefaction events
[Goertz and Baumjohann, 1991; Borovsky and Cayton, 2011]
such as compressions in corotating interaction regions,
rarefactions on the trailing edges of high-speed streams, or
compressions and rarefactions owing to the actions of tur-
bulence. Nor is the specific entropy altered by the expan-
sion of the solar wind with distance. The specific entropy
has been used previously to identify different regions of the
solar wind [Burlaga et al., 1990; Crooker et al., 1996;
Burton et al., 1999; Neugebauer et al., 2004; Pagel et al.,
2004; Borovsky, 2008; Borovsky and Denton, 2010] and
to examine evolution issues in the solar wind [e.g., Eyni and
Steinitz, 1978; Freeman and Lopez, 1985; Marsch et al.,
1989; Whang et al., 1989; Osherovich et al., 1997; Gosling,
1999; Borovsky and Denton, 2011]. The amplitudes, spec-
tral indices, and outward-inward imbalance of the MHD
fluctuations in the solar wind are strongly correlated with
the value of the proton specific entropy [Borovsky, 2012].
[21] In Figure 5 (top) the occurrence distributions of the
logarithm of r2np in the 231 data subintervals are plotted for
the three ranges of distance from the Sun: 0.31–0.40 AU in
red (solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU in green (hollow points),
and 0.80–0.98 AU in blue (square points). If turbulent
mixing is acting to homogenize the solar wind plasma, then
the occurrence distribution of log10(r
2np) should narrow with
distance from the Sun. As noted on the plot, the standard
deviations of log10(r
2np) are 0.18 in the distance range
closest to the Sun, 0.20 in the middle range, and 0.20 in the
distance range farthest from the Sun. Hence there is no evi-
dence of a narrowing of the occurrence distribution with
time: in fact an 11% broadening is seen. Hence there is no
evidence for mixing occurring in the solar wind. The
broadening could by caused by compressions and rarefac-
tions of the solar wind increasing with distance.
[22] In Figure 5 (middle) the occurrence distributions of
the logarithm of the proton flux r2vswnp in the 231 data
subintervals are plotted for the three ranges of distance from
the Sun: 0.31–0.40 AU in red (solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU
in green (hollow points), and 0.80–0.98 AU in blue (square
points). The flux passing a point varies with time in the slow
wind mostly because the density fluctuates (i.e., because the
plasma is lumpy). If turbulent mixing is acting to homoge-
nize the solar wind plasma, then the occurrence distribution
of log10(r
2np) should narrow with distance from the Sun. As
noted on the plot, the standard deviations of log10(r
2np) are
0.19 in the distance range closest to the Sun, 0.18 in the
middle range, and 0.20 in the distance range farthest from
the Sun. Hence there is no evidence of a narrowing of the
occurrence distribution with time; hence there is no evidence
for mixing occurring in the solar wind.
[23] In Figure 5 (bottom) the occurrence distributions of
the logarithm of Sp in the 231 data subintervals are plotted
for the three ranges of distance from the Sun: 0.31–0.40 AU
Figure 4. (top) The occurrence distributions of the radial
distances between subsequent plasma interfaces for inter-
faces that are found by the automated algorithm. (bottom)
The occurrence distributions of the radial distances between
subsequent plasma interfaces for interfaces that are found
manually. The blue curves with square points are for space-
craft measurements between 0.8 and 0.98 AU, the green
curves with hollow points are for measurements between
0.41 and 0.79 AU, and the red curves with filled points are
for measurements between 0.31 and 0.40 AU.
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in red (solid points), 0.41–0.79 AU in green (hollow points),
and 0.80–0.98 AU in blue (square points). If turbulent
mixing is acting to homogenize the solar wind plasma, then
the occurrence distribution of log10(Sp) should narrow with
distance from the Sun. As noted on the plot, the standard
deviations of log10(Sp) are 0.36 in the distance range closest
to the Sun, 0.34 in the middle range, and 0.31 in the distance
range farthest from the Sun. This is a 14% narrowing of the
width of the occurrence distribution in the 0.39–0.98 AU
range. The statistical significance of this 14% narrowing is
weak, in light of the 11% widening of the log10(r
2np) dis-
tribution in the top panel. Owing to the smallness of the
narrowing and the contradiction by the log10(r
2np) mea-
surements, this narrowing will not be taken as clear evidence
for homogenization of the slow wind with distance from the
Sun, i.e., not taken as clear evidence for the occurrence of
mixing.
[24] Note also in Figure 5 (bottom) that only weak evi-
dence for the non-adiabatic heating of the slow-solar wind
protons is seen in the three distributions of Sp: the near-
adiabatic behavior of the slow solar wind in the Helios data
set has been noted before [cf. Eyni and Steinitz, 1978;
Freeman and Lopez, 1985; Freeman, 1988]. Non-adiabatic
heating would produce an increase in the mean value of Sp
with distance from the Sun: the logarithmically averaged
values of Sp are 10
0.23 = 0.59 eVcm2 in the 0.31–0.40 AU
range, 100.30 = 0.50 eVcm2 in the 0.41–0.79 AU, and
100.13 = 0.74 eVcm2 in the 0.8–0.98 AU range. This
represents a 25% increase in the proton temperature over
adiabatic cooling as the solar wind moves from 0.31 to
0.40 AU to 0.80–0.98 AU, however the measurements in the
0.41–0.79 AU range contradict this non-adiabatic heating
trend.
5. Discussion
[25] It is safe to assume that the plasma structures (chunks)
of the solar wind are filamentary [Eselevich and Eselevich,
2006; Ogilvie et al., 2007]. Filamentary density structures
are imaged near the Sun extending out to a fraction of an
AU [Hewish, 1958; Woo and Habbal, 1997]. Magnetic field
structure in the solar wind is known to be filamentary [Bruno
et al., 2001; Borovsky, 2010b] and aligned with the direc-
tion of the mean magnetic field [Crooker et al., 1982;
Ridley, 2000; Bargatze et al., 2005], but there have been
few tests of the orientation of plasma structures in the solar
wind [cf. Richardson and Paularena, 1998, 2001]. Note,
(1) that the plasma interfaces share the same strong current
sheets as do the magnetic field structures (e.g., Figure 6 dis-
cussed in section 6) and (2) that the OMNI high-resolution
solar wind data is the result of successfully propagating
measurements of plasma density from upstream of the Earth
to the Earth using the orientations of magnetic field struc-
ture [Weimer and King, 2008] (cf. http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.
gov/html/sc_merge_data1.html for details); these two obser-
vations both imply that the plasma is structured in filaments
as is the magnetic field. The length of the plasma filaments
in the solar wind is an unknown [cf. Viall et al., 2010].
Investigation of the filamentary structure of the solar wind
plasma (density, specific entropy, etc.) is left for a future
study.
Figure 5. The occurrence distributions of the (top) distance-
normalized proton density, (middle) the distance-normalized
proton flux, and (bottom) the proton specific entropy are
shown for various distance ranges from the Sun (colors as
labeled). The mean values  standard deviations of the loga-
rithms are noted in the plots.
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[26] Two processes in addition to turbulent mixing could
act to evolve the plasma chunk-size distribution in the solar
wind: acceleration of the wind and compression-rarefaction
of the plasma. These two processes are discussed in this
paragraph and the next. Most of the acceleration of the slow
wind occurs within 60 Rs (=0.28 AU) of the Sun [cf. Wang
et al., 2000, Figure 7; Breen et al., 2000, Figures 5–8;
Breen et al., 2002, Figure 2]. However, the Helios 1 and 2
measurements indicate that the slow component of the solar
wind may further increase in speed by up to 25% from near
0.3 AU to near 1.0 AU [cf. Schwenn et al., 1981, Figure 1;
Arya and Freeman, 1991, Tables 1 and 3]. For non-evolving
plasma structures, this increase in the solar wind speed with
increasing distance from the Sun will produce an increase of
the chunk sizes with increasing distance from the Sun,
assuming that frequency (the number of events per unit time)
is conserved. This acceleration will not change the Dt occur-
rence distribution (cf. Figure 3), but it will cause the Dx
occurrence distribution to evolve with distance so that the
plasma block sizes are up to 25% larger near 1 AU than
they are near 0.3 AU. As pointed out by a reviewer, this
may be the cause of the >0.8 AU curve being higher than
the other two curves in Figure 4.
[27] Compressions and rarefactions of the solar wind
plasma with distance will also produce changes in the dis-
tribution of plasma chunk sizes: compression with distance
would tend to produce a chunk distribution that becomes
smaller with distance and rarefaction with distance would
tend to produce a chunk distribution that becomes larger
with distance. This effect is probably weak in the Helios
slow-wind data set used here. The chief source of com-
pression of slow wind is at the leading edge of a corotating
interaction region (CIR) where fast wind pushes against
slow wind causing deflection and compression. As a gauge
of CIR compression, examine the magnetic field strength
at 1 AU plotted in Borovsky and Denton [2010, Figure 4]
(or Borovsky [2010b, Figure 16]): appreciable compression
of slow solar wind occurs for about 12 h prior to the pas-
sage of the stream interface. During that 12 h the solar wind
velocity climbs from its unperturbed-slow-wind low value
to about 450 km/s [see also Borovsky and Denton, 2010].
By the vsw < 425 km/s selection criteria to choose slow
wind, some of the weaker compressed wind during this
12-h interval could be chosen for the present mixing study
but the stronger-compression wind would not be. Slow wind
typically lasts for about 3 days prior to a CIR, so most of the
slow wind is not in this compressed category. Hence, only a
small fraction of slow wind will be compressed and that
fraction not compressed strongly. Another source of large-
scale solar wind compression is pushing of wind by fast
CMEs: these should be rare in the 1975–1977 solar-minimum
years studied here [Ataç, 1987; Joshi and Joshi, 2004], and,
Figure 6. In each panel the top curve is the occurrence dis-
tribution of the 80-s magnetic field angular change DqB for
all measurements in the Helios 1 and 2 data subintervals
and the bottom curve is the occurrence distribution of DqB
for measurements at plasma interfaces. (top) All distance
from the Sun, (middle) 0.80–0.98 AU, and (bottom) 0.31–
0.40 AU.
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as is the case for CIR compression, the compressed slow
wind is pushed up in speed so that any strongly compressed
portion would have vsw > 425 km/s and would not be
selected for the present study. On the issue of rarefaction,
the chief rarefaction of the solar wind is on the trailing edge
of high-speed streams. Examining the simulation in Pizzo
[1978, Figure 11] one can see that (a) the rarefaction (in
the density) on the trailing edge is mild and (b) the rare-
faction is in the fast wind, which is likely not to be selected
for the present study by the vsw < 425 km/s criterion. Hence,
compression and rarefaction of the solar wind plasma with
distance probably does not have a strong impact on the evo-
lution of the plasma chunk-size distribution.
6. Summary and Implications
[28] Five measurements were made to look for evidence of
mixing in the solar wind: (1) the Dt chunk sizes of plasma
versus distance from Sun, (2) the Dx chunk sizes of plasma
versus distance from Sun, (3) the occurrence distribution of
the distance-normalized proton density r2np versus distance
from the Sun, (4) the occurrence distribution of the proton
flux r2vswnp versus distance from the Sun, and (5) the
occurrence distribution of the proton specific entropy Sp
versus distance from the Sun. In these five measurements,
the first four showed no evidence for mixing and the fifth
showed only very weak evidence for mixing. The weak
evidence came from the 14% reduction in the spread of
the distribution of log10(Sp) values going from 0.39 AU to
0.98 AU; this 14% narrowing of log10(Sp) values was con-
tradicted by an 11% increase in the spread of log10(r
2np)
values. Collectively, those two measurements yield no clear
evidence for a homogenization of the solar wind plasma
with age, i.e., no clear evidence for mixing.
[29] The question arises as to why there is not strong
evidence for mixing in the solar wind. Three possibilities are
discussed.
[30] The first possibility is that there is no turbulence in
the solar wind; i.e., that the observed field and flow fluc-
tuations of the solar wind are not produced by an active
turbulence wherein the fluctuations interact nonlinearly with
each other and evolve. Discerning turbulence from other
structures in the solar wind has been an issue for decades
[cf. Siscoe et al., 1968; Sari and Ness, 1969; Bavassano and
Bruno, 1991; Tu and Marsch, 1991, 1994, 1995; Bruno and
Carbone, 2005; Bruno et al., 2007; Borovsky, 2008;
Borovsky and Denton, 2011; Li et al., 2011; Owens et al.,
2011], and it has been argued that some types of solar
wind fluctuations are fossils carried outward from the Sun
[e.g., Mariani et al., 1983; Thieme et al., 1988, 1989, 1990;
Feldman et al., 1993; Woo and Habbal, 1998; Reisenfeld
et al., 1999; Yamauchi et al., 2002, 2003; Borovsky, 2008].
The possibility has been raised that the majority of the
Fourier power in the solar wind is owed to non-evolving
fossil structure [cf. Borovsky, 2010a].
[31] A second possibility is that there is turbulence in the
solar wind but with transport and mixing reduced by the
restoring force (memory) of the solar wind mean magnetic
field. Unlike the case of periodic-MHD simulations of tur-
bulence, the effective line tying of the mean magnetic field
into a distant plasma may prevent flux tubes from fully
interchanging under the action of turbulence, preventing mix-
ing from progressing even though flows may be stochastic.
[32] A third possibility is that there is turbulence in the
solar wind but density, specific entropy, etc. do not act as
passive scalars in the solar wind owing to strong magnetic
shear at the plasma interfaces. This strong magnetic shear is
demonstrated in Figure 6. The angular change DqB in the
magnetic field vector every 80 s is determined for all of
the measurements in the 231 slow-wind data subintervals
for Helios 1 and 2. In Figure 6 (top) the occurrence distri-
bution of all of the DqB values is plotted (top curve). As can
be seen, the distribution has two components [cf. Borovsky,
2008, 2010b]: an exponential population of large-DqB
values (see the exponential fit in the plot) and a second
population of small-DqB values. The population of large-
DqB values represents locations in the solar wind plasma
where there is strong magnetic shear. The occurrence dis-
tribution for measured DqB values at the locations of the
plasma interfaces in the Helios 1 and 2 slow wind is plotted
as the lower curve in Figure 6 (top). As can be seen by
comparing the two curves in the top panel, the plasma
interfaces are synonymous with the population of strong
magnetic shears. The plasma interfaces in the solar wind are
characterized by strong magnetic shear: the mean value of
DqB across the interfaces is 23. Strong magnetic shear is
known to stabilize a plasma boundary to interchange and
to transport [Miura and Pritchett, 1982; Burrell, 1997;
Matsumoto and Hoshino, 2006]. It may be that the magnetic-
shear on the plasma interfaces in the solar wind prevents
any turbulent fluctuations in the plasma from producing
mixing across the interface. Owing to the magnetic shears,
the chunks of plasma in the solar wind could be robust and
long-lived, perhaps non-evolving. In the middle and bot-
tom plots of Figure 6 the populations of DqB values are
explored separately in the 0.80–0.98 AU range and in the
0.31–0.40 AU range. For both cases the plasma interfaces
(bottom curves) are co-located with strong magnetic
shears. Note from the fits to the distributions in the middle
and bottom plots of Figure 6 that the magnetic-shear angles
DqB statistically increase with distance from the Sun: this
increase can be explained by a transverse-to-radial expansion
of the plasma chunks with distance from the Sun [Borovsky,
2010b].
[33] There are other indications in the literature that the
action of turbulence in solar wind is weak. For one example,
discrete-frequency periodic density oscillations are regularly
seen at 1 AU in slow and fast solar wind [Kepko and Spence,
2003; Villante et al., 2007; Viall et al., 2009a] with periods
of 3.5–25 min. Evidence is that they are of solar-surface
origin [Viall et al., 2009b], hence at 1 AU they are about
100 h old. Even though these periodic structures are in the
inertial subrange of scale sizes, they are not destroyed
(mixed away) by action of turbulence. For another example
of the inaction of turbulence in the solar wind, eddy vis-
cosity (momentum mixing) fails to broaden the long-lived
velocity shears at CIR stream interfaces [Borovsky, 2006],
which at 1 AU (100 h old) remain narrow [Gosling et al.,
1978].
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